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Zeroing the rifle, that is getting the point of aim and the point of impact to
intersect at the same spot, comes next. The good news is that there are any
number of ballistic calculators for modern ammunition available on the
internet which will tell you how far above in inches the projectile will be at
distances between the muzzle and 200 yards. For example, the all copper
bullet (thanks for that lead ban California) load my .243 made by Sako
prefers is a Federal 85 grain. By plugging in some basic data on altitude,
temperature and wind speed the calculator will tell me that on a 200 yard
zero the bullet should be one and a half inches above point of aim at 100
yards firing at sea level on a 65 degree day . If I am firing at 100 yards the
bullet should strike the paper an inch and a half above the bullseye. If I
achieve that result firing on the range, then I can be assured that my rifle is
zeroed for that load at 200 yards in those conditions, which is an optimum
zeroing distance for most situations.
The single greatest variable, I have found, is temperature. A rifle that is zeroed in the heat of summer at sea level, for
instance, is going to perform much differently on a bighorn hunt in the dead of winter in the mountains. You also should
fire your verification shots for zero from a cold bore. A barrel that has been heated by repeated firing will often shoot
much larger groups, and when we do take that shot in the field we’ll be doing so from a cold bore so it’s best to zero to
that standard. I very much recommend re-verifying your zero if possible when you get to your hunting location,
particularly if you’ve travelled by air. Well sighted in rifles have been known to be jostled out of zero by airport baggage
handlers, even when transported in hard protective cases.
Lastly, like in shotgunning, it is vitally important to stay on the rifle. Failing to follow through will cause more misses
than it causes hits. Keep your head on the stock and your eyes through the sights. Don’t be in a hurry to look up and
see whether or not you hit your target because, just like clay shooting, chances are good that you’ll miss if you do.

